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Lost wheels and loose wheel nuts
can be a major headache for HGV,
and bus and coach companies.

With the average outlay being around
£50,000 per incident, wheel detachments
are deemed by most operators to be the
leading safety issue*. 

In addition to the cost of replacing
damaged wheels, damaged hubs,
damaged studs and damaged tyres, fleet
engineers must also factor in downtime
costs, lost loads, insurance premiums,
administration time and expense,
prohibitions and third party costs – not to
mention the long-term negative PR, which
can severely damage a company’s
reputation. 

But the issue of wheel detachment
doesn’t need to be like this… The age-old
maxim ‘prevention is better than cure’ is
one that Disc-Lock Europe believes
operators should follow when confronting
potential wheel loss issues. The
company’s advice is that significant time
and money can be saved, as well as
unnecessary worry, by fitting the Disc-
Lock Safety Wheel Nut. 

This free-spinning, vibration-proof nut is

the transport industry’s leading solution to
loose wheel nuts and wheel detachments,
and has been recognised as such for
many years. 

How does the Disc-Lock Safety
Wheel Nut work? (see diagram)
Unlike a standard two-piece wheel nut,
this device is split into three sections,
comprising a nut, a hexagon-flanged
washer and a flat-faced cup washer.
These sections are joined together to form
a one-piece assembly with an O ring. 

The top two sections have interlocking
cams. When subjected to vibration these
attempt to rise against each other. As the
angle of the cam is greater than the pitch
angle of the thread on the stud, a
wedging action takes place – causing the
Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nut to maintain
the clamping force and to lock, thereby
keeping the wheel secure. 

What others say 
Ernie Dixon, transport consultant and ex-
fleet engineer at Nynas UK: “I would
wholeheartedly recommend the fitting of
Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nuts as a solution

to wheel loss. I introduced
Disc-Locks to the Nynas
fleet in 1998 and in the 16
years since we have never
lost a wheel or had wheel
nut or wheel stud issues. I
would advise operators to fit
Disc-Locks, as well as
following the IRTE guide to
wheel security, and they will
find it greatly increases their
confidence in maintaining
wheels on axles.” 

John Twohig, of John

Twohig’s Garage, Cork, Ireland: “I have
been fitting Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nuts
for years now on the Bandon Co-op fleet
of tankers. It is the only product which
works for us.” 

Bob Hope, chairman of Disc-Lock
Europe: “If you have a problem with wheel
security, then fit Disc-Lock Safety Wheel
Nuts. It’s a no-brainer.” 

* Department for Transport report on
Heavy Vehicle Wheel Detachment (issued
August 2006) 
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The Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nut has
been tried and tested for the past 20

years over millions of road miles 

DISC-LOCK

The real deal

The facts: 
The Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nut has
been tried and tested for the past 20
years over millions of road miles
worldwide on HGVs, trailers and buses 
• It has TÜV approval. 
• It has MOD and NATO specification
numbers. 
• It passed a severe and
comprehensive test at MIRA in 2004. 

What’s more:  
The Disc-Lock Safety Wheel Nut is as
quick and as easy to fit and remove as
a standard wheel nut. 
• Its price compares favourably to a
standard wheel nut. 
• It is coated with Geomet, which can
withstand a 720-hour salt spray test –
to protect against corrosion – far
surpassing the industry standard of 96
hours. 
• When tested on a Junker vibration
test machine, the Disc-Lock Safety
Wheel Nut maintains its clamping force,
while a standard wheel nut vibrates
loose and can be removed by hand. 
• It solves the problem of wheel loss in
an active, not a passive, way. 
• It won the Vehicle Safety Invention
Award at Brake’s Fleet Safety Forum
Awards for Excellence in 2003. 
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